
NEAT ALGEBRASIstv�an �Agoston, Vlastimil DlabCarleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1S 5B6andTakayoshi WakamatsuJ�obu University, Shin-mahi 270, Gumma 370-13, Japanx0. IntrodutionIn a reent paper [DR1℄, Dlab and Ringel produed a ring onstrution by whihthey desribed expliitly the ategories of perverse sheaves studied by Mirollo and Vilonen[MV℄, and presented an indutive onstrution of quasi-hereditary rings. Inspired by theirapproah, we onsider in this paper �nite dimensional (assoiative)K-algebras A whih aresmoothly onstruted in the following sense: there is an order (e1; e2; : : : ; em) of a ompleteset of (primitive) orthogonal idempotents of A suh that for every t, 1 � t � m � 1, themultipliation map etA"t+1 
"t+1A"t+1 "t+1Aet ! etA"t+1Aet;where "t = et + et+1 + : : : + em (and "m+1 = 0), is bijetive. Let us remark that thealgebras obtained by iterating the A() onstrution of [DR1℄ in whih D is always asemisimple algebra and the initial C = 0, as well as the quasi-hereditary algebras satisfythis ondition. Of ourse, every quasi-hereditary algebra A satis�es a stronger ondition:it possesses a t-sequene (e1; e2; : : : ; em), i.e. a omplete sequene of (primitive) orthogonalidempotents suh that, for every t, 1 � t � m� 1, the multipliation mapA"t+1 
"t+1A"t+1 "t+1A! A"t+1Ais bijetive [DR1℄. An equivalent formulation of this property, related to [DR2℄ is givenin Corollary 5. 1



The main objetive of our study are the neat algebras. A �nite dimensional algebra Ais neat if it possesses a neat sequene (e1; e2; : : : ; em), i.e. a omplete sequene of (primitive)orthogonal idempotents suh that, for every t; 1 � t � m,Exti"tA"t(S(et); S(et)) = 0for all i � 1; here S(et) denotes the semisimple (right) "tA"t-module etA"t=etRadA"t.Equivalently, no term of the minimal projetive "tA"t-resolution of etRadA"t has a sum-mand isomorphi to a summand of etA"t; 1 � t � m (see Proposition 1 in x1). Let us notehere, that all of the above mentioned properties are well preserved under re�nements ofthe sequene, and thus we do not have to assume in our de�nitions that the idempotentsare primitive.All quasi-hereditary algebras are neat; in fat, every heredity sequene of idempotentsis neat [DR2℄. The onverse does not hold in general (see x2, Example 3). The mainresult of the paper is the following.Theorem. The global dimension of a neat algebra is �nite.The proof of the theorem, inluding a bound on the global dimension of a neat algebrais given in x1, Corollary 4.Every neat sequene is an r-sequene in the following sense. For every t; 1 � t � m,etA"t+1Aet = etRadAet(see x1, Corollary 1.). Sine an r-sequene whih is also a t-sequene is learly a hereditysequene (f. [DR1℄), we onlude the following:Corollary. An algebra is quasi-hereditary if and only if it posseses a neat t-sequene.The seond part of the paper ontains some additional remarks onerning the best es-timates for the global dimension in Proposition 2, the relationship between neat sequenes,t-sequenes and global dimension, an alternative proof of the fat, that every algebra is theendomorphism ring of a projetive module over a quasi-hereditary algebra (f. [DR3℄), aswell as the fat that the determinant of the Cartan matrix of a neat algebra is 1.The results of this paper were reported by the �rst author in the Workshop on Rep-resentation Theory held in Ottawa, on 20{22 April, 1989.2



Throughout the paper we will use the following notation. A �nite dimensional algebraover a �eld K will be always denoted by A, and its radial by N . By an A-module we willunderstand a right �nite-dimensional A-module. A omplete ordered set of orthogonalidempotents is a sequene (e1; e2; : : : ; em) of orthogonal idempotents suh that eiA andejA do not ontain isomorphi diret summands and A(e1+ � � �+em)A = A. A re�nementof suh a set is a sequene (e11; e12; : : : ; e1q1 ; e21; e22; : : : ; e2q2 ; : : : ; em1; em2; : : : ; emqm) oforthogonal idempotents suh that for every t; 1 � t � m we have A(et1+et2+� � �+etqt)A =AetA. A primitive re�nement is the one in whih all the idempotents are primitive. In thisase the sum q1+ q2+ � � �+ qm is equal to the number of isomorphism lasses of simple A-modules, whih will be denoted by n. Given an idempotent e of A, we all an idempotent" an orthogonal omplement of e in A if eA and "A do not ontain isomorphi diretsummands and A(e + ")A = A. Following an earlier notation, given a omplete orderedset of orthogonal idempotents (e1; e2; : : : ; em) of A, we de�ne the omplete sequene ofidempotents ("1; "2 : : : ; "m) by "t = et+et+1+ � � �+em for t = 1; 2; : : : ;m. For onvenienewe de�ne "m+1 = 0. If e is an idempotent element, S(e) will stand for the semisimple rightA-module eA=eN . The global dimension of A will be denoted by gl dim A, while pd MAwill stand for the projetive dimension of an A-module M . Finally, the additive ategorygenerated by the summands of a module M will be denoted by add M .x1. StatementsFirst we need the following haraterization of idempotents in a neat sequene.Proposition 1. Let e be an idempotent in A and let " be an orthogonal omplement ofe. Denote by C the subalgebra "A". Then the following statements are equivalent:(i) ExtiA(S(e); S(e)) = 0 for every i � 1;(ii) in a minimal projetive resolution of (eN)A� � � ! P2 ! P1 ! eN ! 0;Pi 2 add ("A) for all i � 1;(iii) the following properties hold:(a) the multipliation map eA"
C "Ae! eA"Ae is bijetive;(b) eA"Ae = eNe; 3



() TorCi (eA"; "Ae) = 0 for every i � 1.Remark. It is easy to see that the onditions (a) and () are equivalent to the followingones:(a') the multipliation map A"
C "A! A"A is bijetive;(') TorCi (A"; "A) = 0 for every i > 0.Proof. (i) , (ii): Take a minimal projetive resolution� � � '2�! P1 '1�! P0 '0�! (S(e)) �! 0of the semisimple module S(e). It is well known that ExtiA(S(e); S(e)) �= HomA(Pi; S(e)).So the ondition that the i-th extension group is 0 is equivalent to the ondition that Pidoes not ontain any summands from add eA. Sine Ker '0 �= eN , we get the requiredequivalene.(ii) ) (iii): Let us look at the minimal projetive resolution� � � ! P2 ! P1 ! eN ! 0of eN . Apply the funtors F = HomA("A;�) and G = �
C "A to get the followingommutative diagram:� � � �! GF (P2) �! GF (P1) �! GF (eN) �! 0??y�2 ??y�1 ??y�� � � �! P2 �! P1 �! eN �! 0;where �i and � are the natural multipliation maps. Notie that the top row is exat.Indeed, sine G is right exat and, by assumption, Pi 2 add "A, all �i (i = 1; 2 : : :) areisomorphisms, so the map � : GF (eN) = eN"
C "A! eN is also an isomorphism. SineeN" = eA", the multipliation map eA"
C "A ! eA"A is bijetive, eA"A = eN , and alsoTorCi (eA"; "A) = 0 for every i � 1. Thus the onditions of (iii) follow.(iii) ) (ii): Now let us onsider the minimal projetive resolution� � � ! Q2 ! Q1 ! eN"! 0of the C-module eN" = eA". If we apply the funtor G de�ned above, we get in view ofour assumption the following exat sequene:� � � ! G(Q2)! G(Q1)! eN ! 0:4



Here G(Qi) 2 add "A, and thus we have (ii).De�nition: An idempotent e satisfying the onditions of Proposition 1 will be alled aneat idempotent.Obviously, this onept is two-sided. Also, a omplete ordered set of orthogonalidempotents (e1; e2; : : : ; em) is a neat sequene if and only if ei is neat in "iA"i for everyi = 1; 2; : : : ;m.Corollary 1. If (e1; e2; : : : ; em) is a neat sequene, then it is also an r-sequene.Remark. Condition (a) of (iii) also shows that neat algebras are onstruted 'smoothly',in the sense of our introdutory omments.Corollary 2. If e is a neat idempotent then there is a bijetive orrespondene between themembers of the minimal projetive resolutions of (eN)A and (eN")C = eA"; in partiular:pd (eN)A = pd (eN")C .Let us reall the following well-known result:Lemma. Let (e1; e2; : : : ; en) be a omplete ordered set of primitive orthogonal idempotentsof A. Let e = e1+ � � �+ ek and " = ek+1+ � � �+ en for some 1 � k � n. Then the followingare equivalent:(i) eA"Ae = eNe;(ii) eN2e = eNe;(iii) the (valued oriented) graph of the algebra A has no arrows between any two vertiesorresponding to the idempotents e1; e2; : : : ; ek.Proof. One an use the identity eN2e = eN(e + ")Ne = (eNe)2 + eN"Ne to prove theequivalene of (i) and (ii). The rest is now obvious.Corollary 3. If (e1; e2; : : : ; em) is an r-sequene, then the graph of the algebra A has noloops. In partiular the graph of a neat algebra has no loops.We are now ready to prove our basi statement.5



Proposition 2. Let e be a neat idempotent of A. Write C = "A", where " is an orthogonalomplement of e. Then:(i) gl dim C � gl dim A+ pd (S(e))A � 1 � 2gl dim A� 1;(ii) gl dim A � gl dim C + pd (eA")C + 2 � 2gl dim C + 2.Proof. (i) The statement is lear if gl dim A = 1. So assume A is of �nite globaldimension. Let us onsider the funtor F = HomA("A;�). It learly arries the projetiveright A-module "A into a projetive C-module. Sine F (eA) = F (eN) and by assumption,in the minimal projetive resolution of the right A-module eN all the terms are in add "A,we get that pd (F (eA))C � pd (eN)A. Thus the projetive resolution0! Pk ! � � � ! P0 ! S(")! 0is arried by the funtor F to the resolution0! F (Pk)! : : :! F (P0)! F (S("))! 0;here pd (F (Pj))C � pd(eN)A for j = 0; : : : ; k. Sine the simple C-modules are all inadd F (S(")), the statement of (i) follows.(ii) We may again assume that gl dim C <1. Using Corollary 2 we get that (S(e))Ais either projetive or pd (S(e))A = pd (eA")C+1; by symmetry, if (S(e))A is not injetive,then id (S(e))A = pd C("Ae) + 1. Let us denote the latter by k. From this it follows thatif � � � 'i+1�! Pi 'i�! � � � '1�! P0 '0�! S(") �! 0is the minimal projetive resolution of S("), then Pi 2 add "A for i > k; forExtiA(S("); S(e)) = 0 in this ase. Let us now denote with Kk+1 the okernel of themap Pk+2 'k+2�! Pk+1. Thus we have the projetive resolution� � � 'i+1�! Pi 'i�! � � � 'k+2�! Pk+1 'k+1�! Kk+1 �! 0of Kk+1. Here, by the hoie of k, all the projetive terms are in add "A. Applying tothis resolution the funtors F = HomA("A;�) and G = �
C "A we get the followingommutative diagram:� � � �! GF (Pk+2) �! GF (Pk+1) �! GF (Kk+1) �! 0??y�k+2 ??y�k+1 ??y�� � � �! Pk+2 �! Pk+1 �! Kk+1 �! 0;6



learly, �k+2 and �k+1 are isomorphisms, � is a bijetion and the top row is ex-at. This gives a orrespondene between the projetive resolution of (Kk+1)A andthat of (F (Kk+1))C . Hene pd (Kk+1)A � gl dim C, and onsequently pd (S("))A �gl dim C + pd C("Ae) + 2. By left-right symmetry we get the required inequality.Applying Proposition 2 indutively, we an easily establish the theorem from theintrodution.Corollary 4. If (e1; e2; : : : ; em) is a neat sequene of idempotents in A, then gl dim A �2m � 2. 2. ExamplesExample 1. The following algebra shows that the bound of Proposition 2 (i) annot beimproved. Let A be the path algebra over the �eld K of the following graph:1 �1�! 2 �2�! � � � �k�1�! k �k�! (k + 1) �k+1�! (k + 2) �k+2�! � � � �k+l�! (k + l + 1)modulo the ideal < �t�t+1 j 1 � t � k + l; t 6= k >, where k and l are arbitrary naturalnumbers satisfying 2 � l � k. Let us denote by ei the idempotent orresponding to thevertex i. Then ek+1 is a neat idempotent, pd S(e1) = k, pd S(ek+1) = l, so gl dim A = k,while for " = 1� ek+1 and C = "A" we have gl dim C = k + l � 1. Thus the hoie k = lresults in gl dim C = 2gl dim A� 1.Example 2. The bound of Proposition 2 (ii) is also best possible. This time, let A bethe path algebra of the graph k + l�k+l . - �k+l�11 �1�! 2 �2�! � � � �k�1�! k �k�! k + 1 �k+1�! � � � �k+l�2�! k + l � 1modulo the ideal < �k+l�1; �t�t+1 j 1 � t � k + l � 1; t 6= k >, where k and l arearbitrary natural numbers satisfying 2 � k � l. Then e1 is a neat idempotent, pd e1A"2 =7



pd S(e1)�1 = k�1, and pd S(ek+1) = k+ l. So gl dim A = k+ l, while gl dim C = l�1,where C = "2A"2. Again, the hoie k = l yields gl dim A = 2gl dim C + 2.Example 3. Not every neat algebra is quasi-hereditary. The following algebra is neatbut it has no t-sequenes. Let us take the path-algebra of the graph:3. -�1 ��! 2modulo the ideal < ���; �� > (f. [DR2℄). Then the sequene (e1; e2; e3) is learlyneat but the algebra is not quasi-hereditary.Example 4. Not every algebra of �nite global dimension is neat. If A is the path-algebraof the graph ��!1 ��! 2 �modulo the ideal < �; � > (f. [G℄), then gl dim A = 3, but A is not neat.Example 5. The following simple example shows that the existene of a t-sequene doesnot imply that the algebra has �nite global dimension. Let us take for A the path algebraof the graph ��!1 2� �modulo the ideal < ���; ��� >. Then (e1; e2) is a t-sequene, but gl dim A =1.Example 6. The following example shows that the lass of neat algebras is not losedunder tilting. Let A be the path algebra of the graph1�% &� �2 3Æ�!8



modulo the ideal < ��; �; Æ >. It is easy to see, that A is neat but not quasi-hereditary.Let TA be de�ned by TA = e1A� e2A�X, where X = (e1A� e2A)=(�� Æ)A. Then T is atilting module, and the algebra B = End(TA) is not neat. Let us also notie that for thetilting module T 0A = e2A � X � Y , where X is as before and Y = e2A=ÆA, the algebraB0 = End(T 0A) is quasi-hereditary.Now let us turn from examples to a simple appliation of these results. First we needthe following riterion for t-sequenes; the proof is very similar to that of Proposition 1.Proposition 3. Let " be an idempotent of A, C = "A" and X an arbitrary A-module.Then the following are equivalent:(i) the multipliation map X"
C "A! X"A is bijetive;(ii) in the minimal projetive resolution� � � ! P1 ! P0 ! X"A! 0of X"A the projetive modules P0 and P1 belong to add "A.Proof. (i) ) (ii): Assume �rst that the multipliation map � : X"
C "A ! X"A isbijetive and let Q1 ! Q0 ! (X")C ! 0 be the minimal projetive resolution. Applyingthe right exat funtor G = �
C "A to this sequene we obtain the exat sequene G(Q1)!G(Q0)! G(X")! 0. By the assumption G(X") = X"
C "A �= X"A, and learly G(Qi) =Qi
C "A are in add "A for i = 0; 1. The statement follows.(ii) ) (i): Assume now that P1 ! P0 ! X"A ! 0 is exat with Pi 2 add "A.Applying the funtors F = HomA("A;�) and G = �
C "A to this sequene, we get thefollowing ommutative diagram with exat rows:GF (P1) �! GF (P0) �! GF (X"A) �! 0??y�1 ??y�0 ??y�P1 �! P0 �! X"A �! 0;where �i and � are the natural multipliation maps. Sine by assumption �1 and �0 arebijetive, so is � : GF (X"A) �= X"A"
C "A = X"
C "A! X"A.For the proof of the next result we refer the reader to [DR1℄.9



Proposition 4. Let " and "0 be idempotent elements in the algebra A suh that ""0 ="0" = ". Write B = A=A"A; C = "A"; C 0 = "0A"0; �C 0 = �"0B�"0, where �"0 = "0 + A"A.Then the diagram A"
C "A �! A"0 
C0 "0A �! B�"0 
�C0 �"0B �! 0??y� ??y�0 ??y��00 �! A"A �! A"0A �! B�"0B �! 0;where the rows are exat and the maps �; �0 and ��0 are the natural multipliation maps,is ommutative.Corollary 5. A sequene (e1; e2; : : : ; em) is a t-sequene if and only if for all t; 1 � t � mthe multipliation maps Bt�et 
�etBt �et �etBt ! Bt�etBt (where �et = et + A"t+1A in Bt =A=A"t+1A) are bijetive.Let us now reall a lemma of Auslander (f. [A℄):Lemma. Let R be an algebra with radial denoted by N suh that Nd = 0 but Nd�1 6= 0.Let XR be an arbitrary R-module with XNm = 0 for some 1 � m � d. Then there is anexat sequene 0!M1 !M2 ! � � � !Mm ! XR ! 0suh that:(i) Mi 2 add ( i�t=1R=N t);(ii) for any YR 2 add MR, the funtor HomR(Y;�) preserves the exatness of the abovesequene.Using these preliminaries one gets easily the following result from [DR3℄:Proposition 5. Let R be an algebra with radial N suh that Nd = 0 but Nd�1 6= 0.Let A = EndR( d�t=1R=N t), and let (e1; e2; : : : ; ed) be a omplete ordered set of orthogo-nal idempotents of A suh that A"tA is the set of all endomorphisms fatoring throughd�t+1�k=1 R=Nk. Then (e1; e2; : : : ; ed) is a neat t-sequene of A.Let us �nally add one more remark. In [Z℄ Zaharia proved that the determinant ofthe Cartan matrix C(A) of every algebra of global dimension 2 is +1. The idea of his proofan be extended in an obvious way to show that det(C(A)) = +1 for every neat algebra A.10
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